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Introduction
Cognitive impairment (CI) appears to be highly prevalent in 

patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), however rates reported in the 
literature vary widely (28-91%) [1-6], which may be attributable, in 
part, to different criteria used to classify CI. A more consistent measure 
of CI among individual patients with MS, as well as on an interpatient 
basis, would help provide clinicians with the means to accurately assess, 
monitor, and manage MS-related cognitive impairments.

In his early descriptions of the neurological characteristics of MS 
patients, Charcot highlighted slowing of mentation, deficits of memory 
and information processing, and those are the most commonly 
reported impairments in MS, with altered information processing 
being present in all MS phenotypes [2,4, and 7]. These cognitive deficits 
confer a substantial burden upon patients with MS, negatively affecting 
both quality of life and productivity [8]. 

Traditional cognitive assessment methods such as the St. Louis 
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University Mental Status (SLUMS) examination, Mini-Mental Status 
Examination (MMSE), and Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) 
rely on a pen and paper format. These tests can have multiple drawbacks 
like educational, language, gender, and cultural biases [9,10], as well 
as a lack of sensitivity [11,12], subjectivity [13], and retest reliability 
[14], but they are used in clinical practice, and the MMSE in particular 
has been shown to be insufficient for detecting cognitive deficits in 
the context of MS [2]. Screening and monitoring tools better suited 
for an MS patient population, such as the symbol digit modality test 
(SDMT), Processing Speed Test (PST), Computerized Speed Cognitive 
Test (CSCT), Multiple Sclerosis Neuropsychological Screening 
Questionnaire (MSNQ), Brief International Cognitive Assessment for 
Multiple Sclerosis (BICAMS), Brief Repeatable Neuropsychological 
Battery (BRNB), and Minimal Assessment of Cognitive Function in 
MS (MACFIMS), may be more useful [2]. 

However, tools for the routine evaluation of cognitive decline in 
patients with MS are rarely utilized in a regular and systematic way in 
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clinical practice, making it imperative that any novel testing method 
first overcome the various impediments of what is currently available. 
The lack of regular use may be due to the greater amount time required 
to administer traditional cognitive assessments than is generally 
available in the limited duration of office visits [8]. A brief, easy-to-
administer neuropsychological test that can be easily integrated into 
clinical practice is needed to routinely assess cognitive status among 
patients with MS.

Cognivue®, a US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-cleared 
computerized test rooted in adaptive psychophysics, was developed to 
evaluate cognitive function. In 2015, Cognivue® was granted de novo 
approval by the FDA for use as an adjunctive tool to aid in evaluating 
cognitive function [15], although Cognivue® is not intended to be used 
as the sole means of diagnosing CI.

Cognivue® eliminates the constraints and subjectivity commonly 
associated with current testing. The 10-minute, self-administered test 
uses scores from a sequence of tasks to provide clinicians and patients 
with a simple, easy-to-read two page report with an overall score and 
a subsequent breakdown into 6 key cognitive domains and 2 speed 
parameters. 

Initial studies of Cognivue® included a comparative trial (using 
the SLUMS as a reference standard) to determine cut-off scores for 
classifications of impairment and a subsequent clinical trial to assess 
the validity, reliability, and psychometric properties of Cognivue® 
[16]. Participants were stratified according to SLUMS scoring levels 
of impairment and a Cognivue® cut-off score of 54.5 was found to 
correspond to the SLUMS cut-off score of <21 (impairment); a 
Cognivue® cut-off score of 78.5 was found to correspond to the SLUMS 
cut-off score of >26 (no impairment). Cut-off scores for Cognivue® 
scores were set at 55‒64 for impairment and 74-79 for no impairment 
[16].

A second clinical trial validated the agreement between Cognivue® 
and SLUMS classifications of impairment, assessed the test-retest 
reliability of Cognivue®, and compared the psychometric properties 
of the Cognivue® sub-tests with other neuropsychological tests in 401 
participants. Regression and rank linear regression analyses revealed 
good agreement between Cognivue® and SLUMS scores as well as similar 
reliability upon retesting for both tests. Cognivue® showed good overall 
psychometric validity with the other, traditional neuropsychological 
tests, correlating most closely with the tests measuring verbal 
processing, manual dexterity and speed, visual acuity, visuospatial and 
executive function, and speed and sequencing [16].

Taking advantage of the Cognivue’s ability to assess multiple 
domains, we asked the question whether any sphere of cognition would 
be preferentially more affected when CI was present in MS patients and 
in the current study, we sought to determine the utility of Cognivue® 
relative to the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), Symbol Digit 
Modality Test (SDMT), Nine-Hole Peg Test (NHPT), and a Timed 25-
foot Walk (T25W). 

Methods
Study Participants

Consecutive adults with MS who agreed to the testing were 
enrolled at the University of Massachusetts Medical School. The study 
was approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board and all 
participants provided informed consent.

Study Design

Study subjects completed five tests during the study visit: the EDSS, 
the SDMT, the NHPT, a T25W, and Cognivue®.

The EDSS is a tool used to evaluate the degree of neurologic 
impairment in patients with MS. The scale is graded in 0.5 increments 
from 0 (normal) to 10 (death due to MS) and is based on impairment 
in eight functional systems (pyramidal, cerebellar, brain stem, sensory, 
bowel & bladder, visual, cerebral, and other) [17].

The SDMT is a neuropsychological tool commonly used in MS 
to assess processing speed in which the patient is asked to substitute 
a number (orally or written) for a random set of geometric figures. 
A SDMT score, which can range from zero to 110, is generally the 
total number of correct substitutions made within the 90 seconds. 
The SDMT has been shown to be sensitive to the slower information 
processing common among patients with MS [18].

The NHPT assesses manual dexterity in patients with MS. The test 
involves patients rapidly placing and removing nine pegs into nine 
holes. Scoring of the NHPT is typically represented by the number of 
seconds taken to complete the test [19].

The T25W test is used to measure a patient’s level of walking 
disability. It is administered and scored in a standardized fashion 
with the patient being instructed to walk a 25-foot straight distance as 
quickly and safely as possible. The score is the average time from two 
successive tests [20].

Cognivue® has 3 main components: visuomotor and visual salience, 
perceptual processing, and memory processing. The 10-minute 
automated sequence includes a total of 10 sub-tests. While the sub-tests 
are scored separately from one another, those within the visuomotor 
component do not factor into the overall Cognivue® score but instead 
are used to ascertain the test-taker’s level of adaptive motor control and 
dynamic visual contrast sensitivity in order to calibrate the remaining 
sub-tests to the specific individual. This also serves to nullify potential 
disability bias when assessing CI in patients with visual or motor skill 
deficits.

The overall Cognivue® score as well as those from the individual 
sub-tests of the perception and memory sub-batteries are expressed as 
a percentage of correct responses (0 to 100%). Additional descriptive 
aspects and sample screens of the individual sub-tests are shown in 
Table 1.

Statistical Methods

In order to determine the differences between the various 
neuropsychological tests, statistical analyses using a one-way ANOVA 
model were conducted with Pearson correlation coefficients being 
calculated. 

Results
Demographic characteristics of the 36 study participants with 

MS are provided in Table 2. Age, sex, and MS profile were recorded 
at the initial study visit. The majority of patients were female and had 
relapsing-remitting MS. 

Overall, cognitive function was classified as unimpaired in 50% 
of patients, while low and moderate to severe CI was found in 33% 
and 16.7% of patients, respectively. Mean overall Cognivue® scores and 
corresponding mean EDSS scores according to degree of CI are shown 
in Table 3.
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Mean overall scores for both the perception and memory sub-
batteries of Cognivue®, as well as mean scores on the 10 individual sub-
tests, according to impairment levels are shown in Table 4. 

A statistically significant negative correlation (-0.54) was 
demonstrated between Cognivue® total score and the EDSS (Figure 1), 
and between Cognivue® total score and the T25W (-0.56) (Table 5). A 
statistically significant positive correlation (0.67) was demonstrated 
between Cognivue® total score and SDMT. The degree of correlation 

between Cognivue® perception and memory sub-batteries and the other 
neuropsychological tests are shown in Table 5.

The highest positive correlation (0.72) in this study was between 
overall scores on the Cognivue® perception sub-battery and SDMT 
scores (Figure 2).

Correlation coefficients were also calculated for scores on the EDSS 
and the individual sub-tests of Cognivue® (Table 6). Seven of the 10 sub-

Sub-battery Sub-test Sample screen Description
Visuomotor Adaptive motor • Purpose: Assesses visuomotor responsiveness using speed and accuracy measures to calibrate 

remaining sub-batteries
• Measures ability to control rotatory movement of CogniWheel™ in response to rotational visual 

stimuli

Visual salience • Purpose: Assesses basic visual processing functions to calibrate remaining sub-batteries
• Measures ability to identify wedge filled by random pattern of black & white dots shown on 

neutral (gray) background

Perception Letter discrimination • Measures perceptual processing of different forms, despite addition of increasing amounts of 
clutter 

• Distinguish real English letters from variety of non-letter, letter-like shapes

Word discrimination • As above
• Distinguish real 3-letter words from 3-letter non-words

Shape discrimination • As above
• Distinguish circle filled with a common shape from rest of display filled with different common 

shapes

Motion discrimination • As above
• Distinguish circle filled with one direction of dot motion from rest of display filled with different 

direction of dot motion

Memory Letter memory • Assesses memory using specialized sets of visual stimuli
• Measures ability to recall which letter was presented as pre-cue, and then select that letter from 

display of alternative items, despite addition of increasing amounts of clutter
• Indicate correct letter of English alphabet

Word memory • As above
• Indicate correct 3-letter word

Shape memory • As above
• Indicate correct shape

Motion memory • As above
• Indicate correct direction of motion

Table 1: Sample screens and descriptions of Cognivue® sub-tests.

Adapted from Cahn-Hidalgo D, et al. (2020) [16].
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tests were significantly correlated with EDSS (p<0.05). No correlations 
were found between EDSS score and the adaptive motor control 
(-0.31), motion discrimination (-0.29), and motion memory (-0.25) 
sub-tests of Cognivue®.

Characteristic Patients with MS (n=36)
Mean age, y (range) 48.6 (20-74)
Sex, n (%)

Male 8 (22)
Female 28 (78)

MS profile, n (%)
Relapsing-remitting 30 (83.3)
Secondary progressive 5 (13.9)
Not recorded 1 (2.8)

Table 2: Demographic characteristics of study participants.

Classification Mean scores
Overall  
Cognivue®

EDSS SDMT NHPT T25W

Normal cognitive function (n=18) 84.7 2.64 59.1 14.0 6.0
Low CI (n=12) 66.0 3.38 49.2 13.5 6.7
Moderate to severe CI (n=6) 39.2 5.17 37.5 21.0 11.3

CI: cognitive impairment; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale; NHPT: Nine-Hole Peg 
Test; SDMT: Symbol Digit Modality Test; T25W: timed 25-foot walk.

Table 3: Mean scores according to degree of cognitive impairment in patients with MS 
(n=36).

Cognivue® sub-test Classification
Normal cognitive 
function (n=18)

Low CI  
(n=12)

Moderate to 
severe CI (n=6)

Overall perception 83.5 62.3 38.5
Overall memory 86.1 70.2 40.3
Visuomotor sub-tests

Adaptive motor control 74.2 67.6 60.0
Visual salience 76.7 69.9 58.3

Perception sub-tests
Letter discrimination 77.9 61.7 63.2
Word discrimination 84.6 60.9 30.2
Shape discrimination 91.2 66.4 37.5
Motion discrimination 81.9 61.6 24.3

Memory sub-tests
Letter memory 85.2 70.6 38.0
Word memory 93.9 71.8 38.8
Shape memory 84.2 66.3 35.2
Motion memory 82.3 73.3 50.5

CI: cognitive impairment

Table 4: Cognivue® sub-test scores according to impairment classification.

Test Overall Cognivue® 
score

Overall perception 
score

Overall memory 
score

EDSS -0.54* -0.52* -0.47
SDMT 0.67* 0.72† 0.53*
NHPT -0.47 -0.40 -0.48
T25W -0.56* -0.59* -0.45

*Moderate level of correlation; †High level of correlation; EDSS: Expanded Disability 
Status Scale; NHPT: Nine-Hole Peg Test; SDMT: Symbol Digit Modality Test; T25W, 
Timed 25-foot walk.

Table 5: Correlation between Cognivue® and other tests.

Cognivue® sub-test Correlation coefficient, r
Adaptive motor control -0.31
Visual salience -0.39*
Letter discrimination -0.41*
Word discrimination -0.55*
Shape discrimination -0.51*
Motion discrimination -0.29
Letter memory -0.54*
Word memory -0.36*
Shape memory -0.37*
Motion memory -0.25

*p<0.05; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale.

Table 6: Correlation between Cognivue® sub-tests and EDSS.

 
Figure 1: Overall Cognivue® score according to EDSS.

EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale.

 

Figure 2: Overall Cognivue® perception score by SDMT.
SDMT: Symbol Digit Modality Test.

 

Figure 3: Overall Cognivue® score by age.
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No significant associations were found between Cognivue® total 
score and age (Figure 3) or Cognivue® total score and sex (data not 
shown).

Discussion
Impairments in cognitive functions result in substantial burden 

for patients with MS overall, with delayed processing speed being the 
predominant factor influencing both quality of life and participation 
in activities of daily living [21]. Studies have described the negative 
impact of impaired cognition on various domains and activities of 
daily living (eg, work, school, and recreation participation), as well as 
driving, medical decision-making, medication adherence, and money 
management [further reviewed in reference 2]). Additionally, a greater 
level of CI in patients with MS has been found to be predictive of 
future work disability [22]. There is evidence that early CI is associated 
with greater decline [23-25]. For this reason, screening guidelines 
from the National Multiple Sclerosis Society recommend early 
detection to inform strategies to improve CI and provide patients 
with compensatory strategies to maximize functioning [2]. Patient 
education regarding cognitive symptoms and the necessity of ongoing 
assessment, as well as remedial interventions to address the specific 
cognitive deficits identified and optimize performance of activities of 
daily living are recommended [2]. 

In line with the understanding of the pathological processes in 
MS, our study demonstrated that the possible impact of the disease on 
cognition is global, it affects all spheres and its severity correlates with 
the overall aggressiveness of the disease. Accurately determining and 
regularly monitoring over time both the number of and the specific 
subdomains have clinical relevance and Cognivue® provided a picture 
of the nature of the CI, with its overall and key domain subscores. In 
our cohort of MS patients, Cognivue® correlated well with established 
testing methods-the EDSS and SDMT-for the assessment of CI, with 
all key cognitive domains being affected. The statistically significant 
positive correlation (0.67) between Cognivue® total score and SDMT 
score confirms the results of an earlier pilot study by Smith III AD, 
et al. (2018) [8]. Statistically significant negative correlations between 
Cognivue® total score and EDSS score (-0.54) as well as between 
Cognivue® total score and T25W score (-0.56) were also demonstrated 
in our investigation. 

These findings are corroborated by the results of the aforementioned 
pilot study that examined the ability of Cognivue® to identify CI among 
patients (n=24) with MS as compared to healthy controls (n=12) [8]. 
Participants completed the EDSS at the initial study visit, followed 
by other tests including the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test 
(PASAT), the SDMT, NHPT, T25W, and Cognivue® between1 and 
3 times, with 1-2 months between sessions. There were significant 
differences in average Cognivue® total scores among those with MS 
compared with healthy controls (80.71 vs. 93.00; p=0.001). Significant 
differences between study groups in mean scores on the SDMT (45.67 
vs. 61.67; p=0.0005), PASAT (38.75 vs. 50.42; p=0.05), NHPT (26.47 
vs. 18.17; p=0.001), and the T25W (4.62 vs. 3.50; p=0.01) were also 
found. Additionally, multiple Cognivue® sub-tests showed significant 
differences between those with MS and controls [8]. 

Many traditional testing methods assess multiple cognitive 
domains, but typically only provide a single score. This limits their 
ability to capture the heterogeneous nature of CI in patients with 
MS. For example, a 7-year retrospective follow-up study showed that 
poorer visual memory and attention/information processing was 
associated with relapse risk and greater motor disability [26] -such 

delineation would not be captured if only a single score is generated 
and recorded in a clinical setting. Furthermore, the actual number of 
impaired cognitive subdomains is also relevant as it has been shown to 
be significantly associated with progressive disease [4] and long-term 
clinical and cognitive deterioration [27]. This underscores the need 
for tools allowing for the assessment of specific cognitive subdomains, 
which might be better suited than a single overall measure of CI for 
predicting clinical outcomes and more effectively tailoring cognitive 
rehabilitation strategies [28]. Thus in recent years, there has been an 
incentive to supplement conventional neuropsychology testing with 
computerized assessment devices, whose reliability and validity were 
reviewed by Wojcik CM, et al. (2019) [29].

Moreover, studies have shown worsening of cognitive function 
during MS relapses, which may not be apparent in patient-reported 
outcomes [30] or self-reported cognitive complaints which can 
be confounded by other subjective symptoms [31]. Therefore, a 
computerized testing method that is more sensitive to reaction time 
and response speed, may allow for better detection of MS-related CI 
[29].

Computerized testing methods can help overcome the time and 
resource demands-key barriers to the routine testing and monitoring 
of cognitive function-and solidify consistent neuropsychological 
assessment as part of the standard of care for patients with MS [28]. 
However, computer-based tools that require a technician can be labor 
intensive [32] and in fact, patients with MS have indicated a preference 
for a self-administered, computerized process [33].

Although the current study is limited by its small sample size, the 
data generated are in line with previous observations and Cognivue® 
was shown to reliably detect early stages of multi-domain CI in patients 
with MS, providing a potential opportunity for the implementation of 
early intervention strategies to improve patient outcomes. Cognivue® 
provides a validated cognitive assessment tool [16] that can be 
practically incorporated into the routine management of patients with 
MS.   
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